Welcome to Barbara's MEDT7462's New Blog

This is the place that I will post all the fabulous Web 2.0 tools and other great Internet resources for K-12 learning, that I learn about in this Internet Tools class. This will be a nice compliment to my MEDT7462 Web Site. For starters, I would like to share information on wikispaces. This is a free wiki for educators. Wikis are a great way for students to collaborate and share their writing. I am thinking about creating a wiki for my Helen Ruffin Reading Bowl Team. They could use it to write book summaries and reviews, write practice bowl questions, and share their thoughts about the Bowl. Actually, using a blog, like Blogger, could work too! How do you decide which is the best tool? Look forward to your input.
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Poll
What is your favorite fiction genre?

- realistic fiction
- fantasy
- school stories
- historical fiction
- adventure
- mystery
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About Me

Barbara Powell-Schager
Kennesaw, Georgia, United States

This is my twelfth year as a media...
specialist in a Cobb County Intermediate (3-5 grade) school. I love teaching 21st Century information skills to students and helping them enjoy reading for life!
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